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Highlights
Transcript
Anthony Nicotera: Also, they sent it. No, I think you're right. All right. Okay.

Dawn Miller: So let me make sure I have the right agenda. This one's got 9.1 to 9.12. And the 
first one is resolution authorizing participation and Cooperative energy purchasing services for 
electricity. So let me make sure I have the right agenda. This one's got 9.1 to 9.12. And the first 
one is resolution authorizing participation and Cooperative energy purchasing services for 
electricity.

MARIE A GOODMAN: That's correct.

Dawn Miller: All right, and then it goes to 9.12. And 9.12 is committee on special education and 
preschool special education recommendations.

MARIE A GOODMAN: 912 should be yeah, it's always the CSE. Yes special.

Dawn Miller: Okay, so there's there's 12 total motions under new business.

MARIE A GOODMAN: yes, the only thing that I updated

Dawn Miller: Okay.

MARIE A GOODMAN: was the fact that Mr. Wheelock added something under his remark. It 
was seven one that I originally sent out and he had it seven two. That was the only change.

Dawn Miller: So, okay. He added seven to update on school

MARIE A GOODMAN: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: code. Okay, I got the right one because now you guys got me confused. I'm like, 
oh my God, am I missing

MARIE A GOODMAN: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: Am I missing something else? I thought I I had everything.

MARIE A GOODMAN: It's not seven o'clock yet. You're all set.

Dawn Miller: yeah, well if it was I Sol Because by the time I log into my computer and put it 
down I would be late so

Anthony Nicotera: Now your memory you're so right because I remember reading too from Ron 
but neither one was an update. They were just a follow-up.



Dawn Miller: Yeah.

MARIE A GOODMAN: It was the only change with so we

Anthony Nicotera: Wow.

MARIE A GOODMAN: added seven two to the agenda.

Anthony Nicotera: Yeah. Last I need and send an update. I caught it and I called them and 
reminded them. I remember I just that one right over

Dawn Miller: well, I

Anthony Nicotera: my head.

Dawn Miller: I remember him saying that in the past if you don't get one, but I had so many 
emails in so many things for the meaning that I thought maybe I just missed it. I went back 
through my email today

Anthony Nicotera: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: and I thought I got Jesus did I accidentally delete it because they're one email says 
you'll see it the explanation in my you know, and my follow-up and I'm like and I then I didn't see 
it. But like I said, you know, I'm Sometimes I'm buried in email.

MARIE A GOODMAN: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: So I thought perhaps I just had missed it.

MARIE A GOODMAN: Well those important I'm sure he would have called you.

Dawn Miller: Yeah. Well, he said it was quite lengthy, too. I feel bad.

Anthony Nicotera: you

Dawn Miller: boy waiting for Ron

MARIE A GOODMAN: okay you

Dawn Miller: and Tad and and Ron Wheeler

MARIE A GOODMAN: And yeah.

Dawn Miller: Okay. They still got a few minutes. And Jim Deaver left us.

MARIE A GOODMAN:

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

MARIE A GOODMAN: Michelle too, is she on



Dawn Miller: Oh, no, Michelle's not on either.

MARIE A GOODMAN: forever

Anthony Nicotera: you

Dawn Miller: Oh, there's gem Jim is back.

MARIE A GOODMAN: Yeah.

Anthony Nicotera: you

Dawn Miller: Harris Michelle

Michele L Brennan: Hi, everyone.

Dawn Miller: Hey, how are you?

MARIE A GOODMAN: Hi.

Michele L Brennan: Good, how are you?

Jim Dever: you

Dawn Miller: Good.

Anthony Nicotera: Burton Michelle

Dawn Miller: Hi Doug.

DOUGLAS E JONES: Hi, everyone.

Anthony Nicotera: Mr. Jones

Jim Dever: you you

Dawn Miller: Hi, Ron.

Ronald Critelli: picked

RONALD J WHEELOCK: everyone

Dawn Miller: Hi, Ron.

Ronald Critelli: hi there.

Dawn Miller: Hi, Ron. I think I seen Chad.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah, I think I just let them in. Yeah.

Dawn Miller: Yeah, okay. Ron we have a presentation tonight.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes, we do on the audit.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yep.

Dawn Miller: Okay. And then and do we have executive session around?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: We do for negotiations. Yes.

Dawn Miller: We're negotiation. Okay.

Ronald Critelli: you

Anthony Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, we can go ahead and get started I think done.

Dawn Miller: Okay, and I'd like to call them meaning to order at 701. If everyone could please 
rise and join me in the Pledge of Allegiance. I pledge allegiance.

Anthony Nicotera: Like your legion to the flag the

Dawn Miller: to the flag of the United States of

Anthony Nicotera: United States of America.

Dawn Miller: America and to the Republic

Anthony Nicotera: And to the Republic

Michele L Brennan: would

Dawn Miller: for which it stands one nation under

Anthony Nicotera: stands what under God indivisible

Dawn Miller: God indivisible with liberty and

Anthony Nicotera: indivisible with liberty and justice

Dawn Miller: justice for all.

Anthony Nicotera: for all.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: you

Dawn Miller: Okay, first on our agenda tonight is a presentation by the bonadio and Company.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: We have Greg on.



Charles Cowen: I don't see him Ron.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I don't either.

Charles Cowen: I just sent him an email. Just just about a minute ago to see

Dawn Miller: No.

Charles Cowen: what

Dawn Miller: Okay.

Charles Cowen: Okay. Yes. It's saying that I will be able to join in a moment, Greg. Okay. He 
just responded to my email so I hope that means that he will pop right in in any second here.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

Charles Cowen: Sorry about that.

Dawn Miller: That's okay.

Charles Cowen: He doesn't need to be allowed in right Ron or you don't need to. light 
Advantage can just join since

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Well, actually I'm seeing usually it'll usually pop up to say admit 
somebody.

Anthony Nicotera: you Charlie you look like you don't play by play of a ballgame.

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

Charles Cowen: They gave me a new computer and they don't have speakers. This works so 
much better for hearing things. speakers around the way Hmm don't worry is though. I wonder 
what the hang up might be.

Dawn Miller: Do you want me to move on for a few minutes and we can come back and give 
them an opportunity? I don't want to rush anyone.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes, and I'll see if he tries to get in. Hey Charlie.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Do you have his email and I can try

Charles Cowen: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: email him?

Charles Cowen: Yes, I'll send a forward it to you right now around.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

Charles Cowen: But you've got to the next step is you probably right you got to give a report.

Dawn Miller: Well actually next step is public to

RONALD J WHEELOCK: you

Dawn Miller: be heard. So if an I didn't know if we had anything in the chip feature, but I was 
gonna say if anyone has any questions or any comments, you know, what we're while we're 
kind of waiting. It's a good opportunity to send something in if you have anything. if not, 
obviously what you know,

RONALD J WHEELOCK: then certainly will be an option.

Dawn Miller: we'll come back to public to be hurting in at the end of the meeting.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, I do not have anything in the public forum at this time.

Dawn Miller: Okay, we'll move on then for students to be heard. We'll give everyone a second. 
Any comments or questions run?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: No. Nothing so far.

Dawn Miller: Now, okay. All right. Do you want me to move on to Board of Education 
subcommittee reports or do you want to wait a few more minutes for our for okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: No, I just sent him an invite. Let's see. I'm just wondering though. If it's 
not a Gmail if he can't get into this.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

Charles Cowen: And just he says it's still spinning.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

Dawn Miller: Oh.

Charles Cowen: I don't know.

Michele L Brennan: You can't you can't if it's not a Gmail?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: If it's not a Gmail and it looks like

Charles Cowen: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: it was a.com. So I just invited him. All right. I will go on with my reports 
here and

Dawn Miller: Okay.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: we'll see if we got to figure something out and maybe postpone his

Dawn Miller: I was going to say yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: presentation until January if we can't get him on board and we'll figure 
out the the Gmail from there. Okay under superintendent's report.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I did send an invitation out to next Monday night.

Dawn Miller: and Brian I didn't want to interrupt you.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: There's a

Dawn Miller: Did you have anything under Board of Education subcommittee reports?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: H, no, I do not.

Dawn Miller: Oh, okay. I apologize. There's Disney here you say that I

RONALD J WHEELOCK: No, nope, that's okay.

Dawn Miller: thought we skipped right down to superintendent's report. Okay, go ahead 
superintendent's

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yep. That's okay.

Dawn Miller: report.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Hold on.

Anthony Nicotera: you

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Greg are you in?

Gregg Evans: Yeah. You hear me? Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes, there he is.

Dawn Miller: Yeah, all right.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes. We got him. All right. That Greg Evans with the bonadio group 
who performed our annual Financial audit, so Greg will sorry for the mix-up and getting you on 
board, but glad to have you on board. So thank you and we'll turn it over to you.

Gregg Evans: Okay, so as opposed to to Prior years of walking you through all the reports. I've 
prepared a kind of a summary this year and I'll walk you through that relatively quickly because I 
know you you guys do have a kind of full agenda. I checked that out. So we'll go through the 



packet entitled independent audit results if you have that in front of you.

Charles Cowen: You want me to share your PowerPoint as well, Greg?

Gregg Evans: Yeah, I think that would that would

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Gregg Evans: be okay.

Charles Cowen: Okay.

Gregg Evans: So Charlie, why don't we flip right over to part a

Charles Cowen: Okay.

Gregg Evans: And we'll start with the independent Auditors report. Basically the financial 
statements are your responsibility your responsible for the preparation and fair presentation and 
accordance with gap. I'm responsible for giving them an opinion on those financial statements 
based on a risk based audit. I'm happy to report that we are giving you a clean opinion on those 
financial statements. Meaning they are materially presented in all respects. That's the opinion 
you're looking for. That's the highest level of assurance that we can give you on your financial 
statements. Flipping over to the next page. We have some required Communications that we 
need to make that were no new accounting pronouncements applied to these financial 
statements this year. We'll have some for next year that'll kind of move some things around. But 
we'll worry about that. Then. I'm required to let you know that there are significant estimates in 
the financial statements related to the useful lives of your Capital assets and also related to your 
long-term liabilities, which we'll talk about in a second. Onto the next page a couple of key 
points here. There were no proposed Auto adjustments. That means that we didn't change the 
numbers that that you were that that were provided to us. Meaning the numbers that you 
received all year long are the numbers that appeared in the financial statements. This is always 
the one thing you want to know from your Auditors or what what were the audit adjustments and 
I'm happy to report and done this year. Um the third bullet down. The reason we are here in 
December and not October as we're supposed to be was the fact that as you know, Kim left 
right before the audit started which sort of slowed things down obviously with Charlie on board. 
I'm 100% confident that we'll be back on time next year. Um next page are some financial 
highlights. You have two types of financial statements in there. You have a government-wide 
financial statement and a fund financial statement. The government-wide financial statement is 
called your statement and that position which basically pulls together all the districts long-term 
assets and long-term liabilities. um When you look at this at first bless you, it would appear that 
you're in very serious trouble showing a deficit of 40 million dollars. But the reality is again. This 
is all of your long-term liabilities which are based on estimates and that second bullet. There is 
the key one which drives you into the negative. Almost 60 million dollars in opab liabilities, which 
is your retiree health insurance. So that's the amount that you're expected to pay in the future 
for both the employees that are have retired and the employees that are active so on an annual 
basis you pay just over a million dollars for contributions to the retiree health plan. But again, 
when you stretch that out over time your actuary anticipates that you're going to pay about 60 
million dollars. um Does this number really help you manage the district on an annual basis? 
Not really, but it's good information to have it's good information that compare yourselves to 
other districts. And again, your long-term liability is also include your pension liabilities. Your 
cereal bonds capital assets are included in here almost two million dollars. So good information. 



A lot of this information is supported in the footnotes. But again, when we flip over to the next 
page, this is the more useful document that you look at the fund financials, which more mirrors 
your budgetary basis of accounting. For the year the Gen fund went down about a hundred and 
sixteen thousand dollars meaning you spent more than you had in revenues your initial budget 
had you using over seven hundred thousand dollars in fund balance. So what happened 
obviously covid hit us. So for the last two and a half months of the year, you're expenditures 
went down significantly we expected that there would be a big variance here as we've seen in 
most districts. um So what does that mean? You ended up with more fund balance at the end of 
the year than you had anticipated but we're going to talk about you know, I'll show you in a 
couple Pages the history your fund balance too. So the state when we talk about unassigned 
fund balance the unassigned fund balances that That's your savings account the State 368,000. 
caps that at 4% of your next year's budget you're at 1.5% right now. So you do have some room 
there to sort of build up some fun balance. Um, and again, we'll get into that a little bit more in a 
second. You're restricted fund balance is related to your reserve for retirements and you're 
assigned fund balance. Most of that is related to the fact that you're anticipating again using 
about $700,000 to balance your budget in the current year that we're in. Next couple bullets 
there are just you know, what we just talked about, you know, you actually had more revenues 
than you budgeted for you had last expenditures again a positive variance meaning you ended 
up in more fun balance than you had anticipated when you adopted your budget. Flipping over 
to the next page the capital projects fund. Again, we're showing a negative balance here about 
750,000. I want to reassure you that this is just a timing issue. You have a bond anticipation 
note of roughly that amount when that's converted to long-term financing. You will record 
Revenue in that fund and that'll go away simply a governmental accounting timing requirement. 
There. We show about two million dollars of project expenditures for the year. Mostly related to 
your Auditorium project that was completed and also capitalized this year as expected. Um 
flipping over to the next page is where things start to get a little bit murky. State education 
department in August. Let us know that they were going to hold up some of the payments 
related to the prior year and what we had to do then is take 20% of your receivables and say 
that that was not available to pay for the expenditures of the budget year ending June 30 2020. 
We didn't say that you're not going to get that money, but we had to take it out of current year 
Revenue. So that's that's sort of the key difference there. It's on the balance sheet is what we 
call a deferred inflow meaning. We we think it may come. But again, this is where we run into 
the uncertainty of what's happening with obviously your state aid. When we flip over to the next 
page, I've added a couple slides this year related to fiscal stress again this sort of mirrors what 
the state comp trailers office puts out and we borrowed some of their information and put it on 
here that first slide there. The indicator one is you're unassigned fund balance again, you're 
savings account and we can see from 2017 up to 2020 a steady decline in that. A bit of a 
concern there, especially when we think about how do you how do you raise revenues when 
you're capped by your tax cap? Sort of difficult to do expenditures are going up and not really 
allowed to keep Pace with that. That's why that number continues to go down. Indicator two. 
This is just your total fund balance. So this would include your reserves. And again, we're 
seeing a decline there.

Anthony Nicotera: you

Gregg Evans: Next page is again. Just so just some comparisons to other districts. So this 
unassigned fund balance again in the savings account when we think about what could happen 
over the next year. This is where you would need to go to make up for any shortfalls in terms of 
a cut and state funding. So when we look at only 368,000 in that savings account. We have 
we'd have to go to other areas including cutting expenditures to try to make up for that that 
shortfall. And again, I don't know anymore than then you guys do in terms of of what's going to 



happen with your state funding. That's what we're all waiting to hear. But this is sort of an 
indicator that that could be, you know, obviously very, you know, disastrous for the school 
district to take a significant cut there. And I'll kind of pause now to let you guys absorb some of 
that and see if anyone has any questions about about fun balance or the financial statements in 
terms of what happened this past year.

Anthony Nicotera: Gary this is Tony. I had two questions if you would mind.

Gregg Evans: Sure.

Anthony Nicotera: Could you go back to the capital project? and and just show that yeah.

Gregg Evans: Yep.

Anthony Nicotera: Can you just elaborate on that as you just did again, please?

Gregg Evans: So so again when when you use a ban a bond anticipation note, so that's that's a 
short-term financing product that you the issue ahead of long-term Bond. And what what 
happens there is it becomes a short-term liability on your financial statements and you don't 
record Revenue until you actually issue that long-term Bond. So that'll Wipe Out the negative 
and you know, like I talked about initially the long-term liabilities will show up on your 
government-wide financial statements. And these are the short-term liabilities on the the capital 
projects fund. So there's really nothing to be concerned about there. It's just really a timing 
aspect in terms of what government accounting makes us record.

Anthony Nicotera: Is there any way a projecting if we're gonna have a reserve there or possible 
Reserve?

Gregg Evans: Um, we can look at in the back of your financial statements. We can we can look 
at we have a schedule of capital projects and this will sort of tell us if there's anything left there. 
It looks like relative to the auditorium project you had about 50,000 left and again, there may be 
someone some costs left. Charlie can probably answer that that'll run out into the current year, 
but I don't I'm not I'm not. Necessarily sure that they'll be any savings there.

Charles Cowen: Yeah, there will not be I mean we spent just about the full amount on the 
capital project in the 700,000 really relates to the bands for school bus purchases. you know, we 
basically issue $250,000 a year and add that to our prior Years and spend close to $250,000 a 
year on school buses. So there might be a few thousand dollars left over that will move into The 
Debt Service fund but nothing significant, Tony.

Anthony Nicotera: Okay. Thank you Charlie.

Charles Cowen: All right.

Dawn Miller: Did you have another question Tony?

Charles Cowen: where

Anthony Nicotera: Yeah, the other one goes back to the

Dawn Miller: Oh.



Anthony Nicotera: very first slide about the fund balance. He showed there was a discrepancy of 
two different amounts.

Charles Cowen: This one here the 620,000.

Anthony Nicotera: Yes. Yes.

Gregg Evans: Okay. So again. This the bottom part of this is is the budget to actual so we talk 
about just your original budget versus what actually happened and there is a there is a schedule 
of that too. That's on page 48. So that will give you a little bit more detail of where you you 
picked up some Revenue. And again, the expenditures really dropped off for things like 
transportation and some of the benefits based on what happened those last couple months of 
the year when the schools were essentially where the buildings were essentially closed. So 
again significant drop-off in expenditures there.

Anthony Nicotera: Okay.

Charles Cowen: I think the point to make though Tony is that you know, we did have a favorable 
variance. We said we were going to spend 727,000 dollars in fund balance favorable favorable 
variances made that closer to a hundred thousand, but we still did spend some money out of 
our savings if you will.

Gregg Evans: right

Charles Cowen: So, you know, we I think what often happens is we see a favorable variance of 
600,000 dollars and think oh, our fun balance is growing nicely and that's not not the case. You 
know when we appropriate more than that each year.

Anthony Nicotera: Okay. Thank you.

Gregg Evans: Yeah, I think that that's a good point Charlie. So when you look at again for this 
current year, you're anticipating using that roughly 700,000 and balance the budget. So if that 
state aid gets caught and you have to dip into that more now you're dipping into only a balance 
of 300,000 and what is that leave you with it at the end of you know, June 30 2021 that that's 
really where you got to watch out.

Charles Cowen: problem

Gregg Evans: Any other questions on the financial statements?

NYSPHSAA: I don't have a question directly with the financial statements. My question is are we 
able to use some of these illustrations and charts? I think they're very useful in kind of looking at 
where we stand particularly with our fund balance and where we're going for the future.

Gregg Evans: Yeah, I mean absolutely, you know use them. However, however you see fit. You 
know and again the state's going to come out with a list next year where we're going to show 
you guys in. I don't know. What do we call it moderate fiscal stress? I've calculated that for you 
on that last page there. So you're your fiscal stress score according to well. You're let's see. 
Yeah, so actually you moved from susceptible to based on the numbers that I've calculated the 
this year to moderate fiscal stress, so That is a list that the osc will come out with next year. We 



basically just rolled forward the numbers here it really and I'll tell you again. That fiscal stress is 
largely related to that fund balance being lower. Lower in terms of you know, you can have 4% 
you only have 1.5% and again not a whole lot in those reserves, especially when you compare 
yourself to some of the other districts. So that that's something just to you know, kind of keep on 
the the Forefront of your mind that you know, the state is going to come out and say that you 
know, you're likely to face some level of criticism. But again, that's sort of the area to focus on 
is. All right, how do how do we maintain that fund balance and not use it up and and think about 
ways to possibly build it back up. It hit again. That's that's easier said than done when when 
you're facing a tax cap. That limits you is in terms of, you know, you're near taxes levied.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

Gregg Evans: Okay, so enough bad news Part B is gonna show you that there were no material 
weaknesses in no significant deficiencies. So no findings. We do take a look at your internal 
controls. In this year in particular, you know where things it may have moved around a little bit in 
terms of people working off site. We didn't find any issues which is again a good thing. Part C is 
your extra classroom activity funds. No real issues here either there is a management letter 
included in your

Anthony Nicotera: you

Gregg Evans: in your packet where we identified some missing signatures relative to students. 
We just recommend that if you know again we end up in a situation where you know, things are 
happening remotely you try to figure out a way to get those student approvals again because 
that is part of what extra classroom funds are supposed to be students are supposed to be 
involved students are supposed to be a learning no real concerns there though. I will tell you 
that, you know just from a government accounting perspective. These funds will move from the 
fiduciary funds over into a special Revenue fund. It doesn't mean a whole lot other than your 
financial statements are going to look slightly different. Our obligation to audit them won't 
change so I'll just point that out next year, you know where they ended up so some good news 
some bad news there. Obviously everyone's concerned about what'll come from the state and 
you know. You'll have to react accordingly, but you know at least in terms of what happened at 
June 30 2020. You obviously came out a little bit better than you thought you would. Any any 
questions related to any of that? I know I kind of went through it at a really high level. If you get 
into these financial statements and you think of other questions Charlie obviously knows how to 
get a hold of me. I'd be be happy to answer those or walk you through anything you see in 
there. That may be of concern to you.

Dawn Miller: Anyone have any questions comments anything for Greg or Charlie? Oh Charlie 
left us.

Charles Cowen: I left you.

Dawn Miller: All there you are.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: really here

Anthony Nicotera: no, he

Dawn Miller: Okay.



Charles Cowen: that we do have hard copies of the report. I know you have received the PDF of 
your board packet, but if you want a hard copy, just let Ron or Marie or myself know and we'll 
get one to you.

Dawn Miller: Okay, anybody else one last chance for any other questions? All right. Greg thank 
you so much.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Thank you, Greg.

Gregg Evans: Thank you.

Dawn Miller: Right. Yeah, okay.

Gregg Evans: talk to you soon, but

Charles Cowen: Thank you.

Anthony Nicotera: Thank you.

Dawn Miller: I thank you. Okay. Okay, then if we're all set then we'll move on to superintendents 
report

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay. Yes, just a reminder. The school board's Institute has a fiscal 
planning workshop scheduled for this Monday the 21st. It starts at. 6 o'clock and it will be done 
virtually and basically they will be discussing kind of some of their measures some of the 
challenges of going forward and building the 21-22 school year budget. So if you're interested in 
that I did pass that information along to you along with the legislative initiatives. Or white paper 
that they put out for their initiatives for this year. I didn't send those along to you as well. So 
presenting it this will be the governmental relations director Brian fessler. He's from the school 
board's Association in their government relation staff. So he will give you that presentation and 
try to give us some insight and advocacy efforts into building of the 21 22 school budget. So 
that's 5:30 to 6:00 if the zoom sign in and the presentation will start at 6:00. Right. The next 
thing is I did have Marie sent you in on your board website. We're acting on two policies tonight 
that just have some small minor changes in some of it is just updating a title and the other is 
changing which for records management is changing which Which program they follow as far as 
the governmental programming in records retention that it changed from one to a new title. So 
those are pretty basic changes in those two policies, but I did have Marine put on the your 
website for other policies that I did want you to if you get a chance to look at and do a do a read 
through if you have any questions, let me know. There's not major changes to those but 
certainly things that I would like to get get adopted. We can have further discussion at next 
meeting if we're ready to adopt we can adopt them at next meeting, but those those are on your 
site, so please take a moment to look at those. And then the last thing under superintendent's 
report is just an update on our school closure just to recap on initially starting on December 7th. 
We were just going to have the elementary go on remote instruction from December 7th till 
through the Winter break come back on the fourth over that weekend prior to the seventh. We 
did have a couple other cases that came up that you know, I was made aware of it on Sunday. 
There was some some some concerns with if it was going to impact students or not. So that 
information was had to be filtered through the Department of Health and in the end of it. It was 
certainly going to be some more Staffing concerns and though the positivity rate has increased 
in our area and continues to increase that alone wasn't the the sole reason for us to change. 
The major reason had to do with Staffing. We were pretty we were filling a lot of holes at the 



elementary school that was starting to leak into the middle school by the end of last week. We 
had some significant quarantining and our transportation department that would have impacted 
certainly our ability to transport kids to school. So a long story short we did put rebuildings on 
remote instruction and kind of put things on pause. Hopefully we can collect ourselves in our 
local community and beyond our community. However, the reason I'm bringing this up is we 
now have the Christmas holiday and New Year's holiday in front of us and if it's anything like the 
Thanksgiving holiday and actually prior to the Thanksgiving holiday because we had some 
some leading into some staffing issues, especially in our high school leading into that

Charles Cowen: show

RONALD J WHEELOCK: our high school leading into that holiday, but we were still able to keep 
that while they they went on remote just before the Thanksgiving holiday and we were able to 
get most of those people back at the beginning of that following week. But with that in mind what 
I'm proposing or putting out to the board for discussion is is to consider. Coming back on at the 
earliest January 11th to in person instruction on the rationale being we don't know the 
unknowns of what our data is going to look like after this holiday break. We come back on 
January 4th and and we won't have a lot of time I guess to really react to any data that comes 
our way. Like what I could Envision is perhaps an outbreak right after New Years or maybe the 
outbreak actually starts right around Christmas time and that following week. And then we're 
making decisions that week. I would love to be able to give families a clear heads up. Tomorrow 
if possible and our staff so that everybody can plan accordingly. If the board is in agreement to 
allow us to remain in remote instruction through the week that we come back with the with the 
prospects of coming back to in-person instruction as early as January 11th. I know some 
districts are pushing it out even another week coming back after the Martin Luther King break 
that long weekend and they're rational again and there is is sometimes the The rise and 
positivity rates tend to lag maybe two weeks, but we're already in a high positivity rate. I don't 
know how much that's going to lag or no, but rather than I think go out if we have the chance to 
come back on the 11th. I would like to I would certainly like love to get our students back either 
back in the hybrid model, especially our elementary kids back in full-time in person. So my plan 
or recommendation would be is we stay remote the week of January 4th with the intentions of 
coming back January 11th, but we'll use certainly that time between now and January 11th to 
look at the data if it indicates it we're going to have staffing issues your ability to safely and 
adequately supervise and run our schools. Then we may have to look to extend from January 
11th to maybe the following week, but I rather than go all the way out there. I'd rather start with 
the 11th and make an adjustment from there if we need to So any thoughts on the

Anthony Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: recommendation?

Dawn Miller: And I just wanted to say I know that. Given some of the numbers right now from 
what I understand 75% of the positivity rate is coming from actually in home exposure. It's from 
people having family

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: members and non-family members in their homes. So when you talk about the 
holidays, that's the first thing I think of I think that we're all hungering in we're staying in but 
unfortunately, we're inviting people over and then, you know unconsciously we're spraying 
spreading it amongst ourselves. So I think January 11th kind of gives you almost a good 10 



days from I'm thinking from January 1st of people are together through the holiday season, and 
then you're right kind of gives you that little bit of leeway there that we can look at it and if we 
have to readjust go out farther, but I think January 11th is conservative enough that it gives us 
enough time that hopefully any exposure during the holidays we can we can at least get behind 
it or see it and know what we've got coming up. So I think January 11th is like you said 
reasonable and then if we have to readjust after that we can

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

Ronald Critelli: Yeah, I think it's smart to move it to January 11th at least as well. From what? 
kind of going with with Don saying

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

Michele L Brennan: I agree.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: There's okay.

Christine Weber Mangini: I also agree.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: All right. Well now I mean, I certainly appreciate your input your 
thoughts and you know, the main thing here is I want to get this out so people can plan 
accordingly and you know, we know this is certainly a major issue for for parents with the online 
instruction. It does I know it impacts, you know, many of them may impact some of their work or 
day care and a lot of different things. You know, we we are certainly keeping everybody's health 
and safety in mind, but we're also keenly aware of what that means in the sacrifices that are 
being made, you know by our families and and we will do our best to get back in but we feel 
given the circumstances that we are in and all we can do is is plead to people is is continue to 
keep the safeguards in place. Hope is is is a lot closer than it was six months ago, but it's not 
here

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: that you know, there's going to be a Finish Line we think but we just 
don't know where that is yet, you know, so when and we're not sure how how people are going 
to take to the to the vaccine. So that's not going to cure our short-term issue right here 
eventually that will take care of hopefully the long-term issue but the short-term issues are right 
in front of us and that's a very high positivity rate at this moment. The school district is not in a 
Zone but we're we're ready. We're right on the border of the yellow zone, you know, it doesn't 
have to travel too much further from New Hartford from Utica area to to come a little further 
south and encapsulates a quite Valley. We are getting some of our staff members trained to be 
able to administer and input the data into the system. If we do go into yellow zone and have to 
do testing these tests are free. We got them from the state. We've secured them through 
BOCES who's actually his latched on to I believe it's the upstate Family Medical our Upstate 
family health group that we're using their lab license to be able to do these tests under so 
otherwise we would have to go out and get that license ourselves which would take some time 
to be able to do but since we're able to get that license and get the rapid test from the state the 
testing will be free so long as our staff administers the test and inputs the data and we've got 
People getting trained on that this Thursday to be prepared for that. So if we go into that I did 
send a survey out to to parents to indicate if they would be willing to give consent for their child 
to be tested because we have to test 20% of our staff and students. I have a survey or actually 



just a I guess going out to our staff in question. regards to their participation and it if we don't 
meet that 20% threshold, then we cannot go back or retain our in-person instruction. We'll have 
to stay remote until we come out of the yellow zone. So, you know, that's the that's the 
importance of the testing. So we do have people responding to the survey but I'm going to ask 
parents to please go on to our website the link is there on the website to take that survey and to 
indicate to give us an idea of this if this is something we can sincerely try to do if the interest 
isn't there then we simply won't be testing but if we can if we can secure and it's 20% per 
building so it's not just 20% of anybody I can grab in the district. It's 20% of Staff in each all 
three buildings and 20% of students in all three buildings. So it comes acts equals a total of 20% 
of our entire District, but we do have to at least try to blend it into all three buildings. All right 
anything more on? the covid update and

NYSPHSAA: If you're around, this is Todd, um

RONALD J WHEELOCK: yeah.

NYSPHSAA: number one. I am not opposed to moving our remote learning until the 11th. I think 
it is prudent. I think with the short turnaround of January 4th. It does make sense my question to 
you and and I I thought I asked this previously in an email, but it maybe I didn't can he explain to 
me. I know at the high school in the Middle School level it may not be practical but at the 
elementary level particularly the well the K4 level. If a staff member is either quarantined or is 
tested positive. Is it an option for those staff members particularly the ones that are just 
quarantining is it possible for them to remote? Instruct and the rest of the school still be in 
session.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: And we've done that Todd we've had we've had cases whether if it 
was a staff or if it was a student, especially in the elementary in a classroom that classroom has 
been quarantined the teachers been quarantined and they actually go in they the teacher 
continues to instruct while in quarantine albeit virtual with those kids in that class. So they they 
kind of school on their own in the virtual realm and we've been in session we've done that on 
two occasions. I believe we've had classroom. In fact in one particular first case where a 
classroom had to be quarantined. It happened to be one of the classrooms that had a cohort a 
and a cohort B. Um, I forget off the top of my head. I want to say it was cohort B that had to be 
quarantined because that's the group that the positive case was linked to so they had to be 
quarantined but cohort a did not have significant enough. Contact with cohort a they might have 
during lunch and recess where they are clearly spread out. They're not sharing, you know, 
obviously they're their Master down during lunch, but you know, they're outside there's their 
space and it wasn't significant enough time and that contact realm for according to the contact 
tracers to Quarantine the other cohort group so they were able to actually stay in school this last 
class. We had it's all one class. They weren't cohorted. It was a small enough class where we 
could get them in a classroom and be all together. But so they went out and did their virtual 
learning. So and in the cases in if we had staff out in the other buildings whenever possible and 
if they're able to to still they can we have to provide supervision into the classroom, but they can 
remote teach from home into the individual classes that show up in their classrooms throughout 
the day, but that does require Staffing and that's where we started to lose our ability to staff 
adequately staff and supervise our buildings to the point where we needed to to go to remote at 
this time.

NYSPHSAA: Thank you Ron. Appreciate it.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Sure.



Dawn Miller: Anybody else have any questions or comments or anything? They want to?

Anthony Nicotera: I agree with the decision and I I respect the fact that we're letting parents 
know ahead of time. Especially if Ron gets that word out as early as the next day or two. I think 
parents appreciate that.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yep.

Dawn Miller: I agree. It's um the jumping back and forth and it's there's nothing you can do. You 
have to react to What what happens in the district? I understand that just for me as a parent with 
the student when you stay with one model for a little bit. I feel like you know, we just kind of get 
the hang of it and then we're remote then we're remote for a week and then we go back and 
then of course we add both these into my

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: household and both these is in no, they're not so sometimes they're like all over 
the place. I think the fact that we can kind of

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: say absolutely we're going to be remote. It really does help. I think everyone all the 
way around students parents and staff as well to plan. So I think it's a great great plan.

Anthony Nicotera: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I'm in indefinitely praise and gratitude goes out to our parents for their 
flexibility and patience, but I

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: extend my gratitude to our to our staff both instructional

Dawn Miller: Come again.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: non-instructional the ability to adapt sometimes moments notice and

Dawn Miller: Mm-hmm.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: yeah, we gave them the the precursor to be ready to go and change it 
on a

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: moment's note. It's easy to say but it's not necessarily easy to 
undertake and and I feel they've done a fantastic job with that. It's not easy. I think we each you 
know is as I see and have conversation with teachers each time we get into more this remote 
stuff. I think they're getting stronger. They're getting better. It's not perfect. It's not the way of the 



future in my opinion right now, maybe in the way I'll future but there's still so much value to be in 
person, but we're you know, I see strides. Getting better and better every day on doing the best 
that we can all be at virtual our attendance. So far has been very good the principles of reported 
that with the remote instruction this, you know, the parents congrat, you know, again, we were 
grateful to the parents to holding their kids accountable to attend classes albeit from home and I 
think that scheduling has played a large role in that is following their normal schedule, which we 
didn't have in place at all really in some parts. We tried to get some of that in place last spring 
but that was certainly it as we built our plan for this year and having to deal with remote that was 
first and foremost a major concern expressed to us from parents and and from teachers and I 
think that's gone a long ways in helping with our with our attendance. We just hope we don't 
have to stay in it long and but for as long as we are

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: in it, we need to continue to encourage kids to attend. Be a part of 
their education and and help us all get better through all of this. So Thank you.

Dawn Miller: Okay. Thanks. Okay, or I don't have any more questions. We'll move on to Old 
business.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes, just you know, really nothing major to add. I know Charlie's going 
to share some things on kind of our planning for budget for for next year for the 2022 and kind of 
our process, you know is I've shared with you. I know and I sent an email out later this evening, 
you know, Charlie and I have had a couple meetings with what the Teachers Association who 
have you know, put put some thoughts into you know, some some budget considerations things 
to think about some of those are things we discussed every year some are some different things 
or a different way of looking at things that maybe we're not so that that kind of information is 
always useful and helpful in our process and help us avoid you know, tunnel vision of always 
thinking this is the way we have to go to either save money or to raise money and there's you 
know, it's always good to have some fresh perspective. I did share that with you guys. You 
certainly welcome to look at it. If you have any questions, let me know and we Speak to that but 
that kind of stuff will be helpful as we move forward. So Charlie if you want to just make a few 
points regarding I guess the schedule and how we want to advance forward and then tonight 
certainly I open it up, you know, we did have you know Tad made reference to some of the 
slides that Greg Evans showed in the earlier audit report and some of those slides speak to 
things that I know Charlie shared at our last meeting regarding budget, you know in relations to 
our fund balance and and how how difficult sometimes that can be to understand, you know, 
and to say geez, we have this much money but yet the key thing is to look at as 1.5% fund 
balance is is is pretty low. Well people get criticized for having too much fun balance. As Mr. 
Evan says we can be criticized for having too low of a fund balance and we're kind of at that that 
breaking point but some of that also he talked about the tax cap and that that impact on the tax 
Gap and I know we've had some discussions leading into that and I know Charlie will touch 
upon that a little bit with some preliminary numbers tonight, but just You have any thoughts or 
further discussion after Charlie speaks, you know, I open it up to your thoughts. I just said we 
would keep this on the agenda and keep the discussions going on on budget starting now and 
you know for those who are listening on the outside, we want you to continue to participate and 
maybe encourage others to be part of these meetings, especially as we get into January to have 
budget workshops to talk specifically about the budget. So Charlie if you would

Charles Cowen: Sure thing. Thanks, Ron. Just just a couple of things tonight. You know, we've 
really talked about where we've been where we are at today. Given some high-level projections 



of what 2122 may look like and as we turn the calendar to January we'll get into the details of 
that a little bit more but one thing that we've recently been can't share your screen. You see my 
screen.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Not yet.

Anthony Nicotera: Not yet.

Dawn Miller: No.

Charles Cowen: Sorry and error has occurred. Okay, let's try again.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Here we go.

Charles Cowen: Okay. So in the last week or two some numbers have come out from the state 
of our tax base growth factor and an idea of what the allowable Levy growth factors going to be 
for 2122 the tax base growth back to the first number up here is based upon infrastructure 
growth within the Sequoia Valley School District. And then they allow the levy factor is that 
number that can be as high as 2% It's CPI or 2% lower of So there's still two months to go. This 
is through October 31st information, but the levy growth factor can be 1.11% last year. It was 
1.81% We do have a little bit of a growth to our assessments due to construction for 2122. But 
beyond that the news doesn't really get very much better. You know, this was our calculation for 
2021 the year that we're in right now and the major components of that are really the exclusion 
for Debt Service less any Aid that we get from from New York state to offset that debt service 
and that was calculated at 411,000 two years ago 404,000 for this year. Basically netting out 
and Levy of eight million 57,078. So we had a levy increase of 1.63% and we did Levy to that 
amount. To giving it away over here. What I see right now in debt service and then Aid to offset 
that is the $404,000 that will be taken away the prior year number that was added gets 
subtracted. And then the new year gets added in is a significantly lower number about $106,000 
less and what that really means is after throwing into the equation. These additional factors are 
Levy allowable tax cap increase would only be about $10,000 more than it is right now for this 
year. So, you know as we get talking about exceeding the tax cap or piercing the cap, this may 
be a year that to keep in mind that.

Dawn Miller: You can always.

Charles Cowen: Makes a lot of sense potentially because without it we really have no additional 
revenues coming in. Now. The only way to increase this without piercing the tax cap would be to 
add some additional Capital cost a capital outlay project throw some school bus cost purchases 
into the general fund budget things like that. I think that should be A focus of one of our 
discussions in early in early in the budget process, you know, maybe this the first meeting in 
January or the second meeting in January. But but that's really all I wanted to talk about with 
that. The other thing would just be the calendar and did the screen jump over to the calendar or 
did

Anthony Nicotera: Yes.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Dawn Miller: Yep.



Charles Cowen: So this is what I've laid out kind of the process that I had used when I was here 
in the past would be the kind of given overall budget look the first time and we've skipped the 
first meeting in January and moved it to the 19th by that date. The governor will have presented 
his budget not that we're expecting anything good or any good news from the governor's 
projected budget for 2122, but it makes it maybe a more meaningful. Meeting to talk about not 
only a role over budget and what that means and then on top of that be able to talk about the 
governor's proposal for 2122 and then going down through the various meetings just taking 
different parts of the budget and reviewing them in in further detail with the board and other 
people from the community that may participate in those meetings. Here April 2nd and perhaps 
sometime before that as well. I think we should include and we talked about I talked about this 
with Ron earlier today, but the very serious discussion on where will we go with our tax cap for 
2122 will we exceed that and you know, maybe We thought perhaps something should also be 
done in mid-February or early or early March as well. And that's kind of what we'll leave with 
with the board for them to decide and maybe not necessarily tonight, but I think as soon as we 
get into the budget review process in January. If it becomes pretty evident that that's a direction 
that we really have to seriously consider that we don't want to wait until April 2nd to First lay it 
out there either. So this is kind of the schedule that you'll see at the next board meeting. And 
then we'll just move through the budget process and have that additional topic of what will we 
do as far as the tax cap for 2122 as a backdrop to all of our discussions, I think. With that, I 
really don't have any other numbers or information to talk about tonight. So I will leave it on 
Open to questions and and move on.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: One thing I just would like to point out. I think in regards to the graphic 
that Charlie put up regarding the the tax cap calculation. I think that kind of Paints the picture of 
kind of where we've been since 2009 10 till now. I I think you know when we were we had the 
financial crisis back in 0910. You know, I the governor at the time it says Hey school districts are 
flush with the reserve money. They should spend some of that. We need to have a tax cap, you 
know, they're getting a lot of state aid, but yet they're flushing in that at that time. I wouldn't say 
we were extremely flush. I think we were we were much better than where we are now, but it 
empty float some years. It would be a little better and other years it would drop down there 
wasn't a lot of I don't think consistency with it. Um, so if you take it on and face value to say, all 
right, let's let's regulate the taxes by putting in a tax levy limit and you know, let's let's hit, you 
know force people and in a way to spend down some of that their Reserve money, we didn't 
have a lot to spend down as it was and I think every year we fight to try to give some 
consistency to that and we've dealt with the tax cap. We've stayed within the tax cap every year 
since it was put in place. Um, so on a positive note that that's a good thing to our to our 
taxpayers in trying to you know, keep it at a somewhat of a predictable level and and also, you 
know kind of suppress it to some degree and on how far it grows, but when you suppress that 
you then stop putting bricks on the foundation in other words, you stop building up the 
foundation each year. And that's where I think you can see it's caught up if we if we are go out 
at a tax levy limit increase of 0.13% for next year. You know, that's $10,000 that we had on to 
our base and our base is not move significantly since the tax cap is gone in it's basically kind of 
been able to somewhat and maybe by Design match in general maybe what our expenditures 
are but it doesn't keep up with that, you know dollar for dollar and I think that's where we we 
kind of fall right now and then get hit with a with the tax levy. Least that maybe only allow point 
one three percent. So there does need to be a lot of discussion on that front in a lot of those 
discussions are going to have to be is what do we have? What do we want to keep? I don't like 
to even have the discussions. Where would we like to go and what are some of our aspirations 
and how can we get there and part of that is going to have to be having a is some growth to our 
financial Foundation to one extent. I can't tell you we don't have the numbers and I would say 
yes, we'd have to be mindful of how much we may grow that but it does need to grow in. The 



only way if we can't get the money from the state. The only other way is is through is through 
our community or also the then the third way is to is to reduce our expenditures so that we can 
hit the the budget numbers that we need to come up with, you know, so if we can't get it through 
revenues and we have to do it through reductions and and we all know what that means so that 
could be programs that could be Staffing, you know, and I don't want to put out the the scare 
Flags right now, but it's a reality. And I think I think most people are aware of that but I but I 
would be remiss if I don't at least bring it up again. So, you know, we'll continue to work hard on 
our budget. We'll continue to take suggestions. We'll involve the community as much as 
possible as we can. Even if it's through virtual methods, you know, we'll try to engage them. 
Even if it's off board meeting nights and doing something different and a virtual virtual realm to 
try to get people involved educate them is is I know we've talked about before and you know 
and kind of spell it out. What does it mean if your taxes go up what does that mean if people 
have a better understanding of that then it might become more palatable others. I get it any 
increases a struggle especially if you're not increasing on your financial end. So we're all kind in 
this crunch together and probably the many hands reaching into the same pot. So any other 
thoughts and budget?

Anthony Nicotera: I think we're on the right path.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

NYSPHSAA: I this is go ahead. Someone else has something.

Anthony Nicotera: Go ahead.

NYSPHSAA: Okay, a couple things is number one in terms of the tap tax cap decision. I really 
believe I think April is way too late to make that decision. I know we're not gonna have the 
numbers but I think the facts that are in front of us right now all tell us exactly what we're gonna 
have to do at some point. And I think that decision needs to be made either late January at the 
latest early February and get that out into the community if we wait until April, I just think the 
11th hour is the worst time to make that type of an announcement and I think as a board, we 
need to make a decision whether we have a ballpark figure of what that's gonna be and get that 
out there but the community needs to know that these are the facts that we have as a board. 
We've been talking about it for almost a year. Now, the Auditors just showed us where we stand 
on our fund balance and I think we need to put that out there as early as possible get the people 
rallied up have them come to the meeting let them see the data that we've been looking at and 
let's make a decision. The other comments that I would make is Ron I'm agreeing with you 
100% We have to get out in the community presentations. I know you've done that in the past 
where it's rotary whether it's the fire department. Whoever it's with get out there and have those 
discussions with them. My recommendation would be I would like, you know, one or two board 
members to be invited to go with you. I don't think you need to be out there by yourself. I think 
it's important for a board member like myself to hear from the community and here their side of it 
when we're talking about going above the tax cap, and and I I would like to be part of that and 
here back from the community in those types of presentations. the other thing I've mentioned 
this before and I don't know where we stand on it Ron in other discussions with other districts, 
but I think it will help improve our situation and have people understand where we are that we're 
not the only District in the area that is in this boat. And if there are other districts that are facing 
that and are going out with our higher taxpayer than in exceeding their tax capital. I think that's 
going to help us. And then the last thing I'd like to say on the budget. Is we are just talking about 
the 2021 22 budget but the 2020 21 budget is going to have a great impact on next year's 
budget and listening to the governor and and the heat I mean mahika Robert. Mehica last week, 



you know, they're their plan is they're holding out that 20% to the end of the year. At the end of 
the year, we're going to have all our expenditures already spent. I mean, we need to take a hard 
look at how we're going to save money this year to help next year's budget and if we're getting 
that 20% cut at the end of next this coming year. That I that's going to oh, that's just awful. 
That's so I think we still need to have discussions of what we're doing this year to save money 
close to that 700 to a million dollars Savings in this year's budget to help next year's budget. So 
those are my comments. for the board

Dawn Miller:

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Well Todd, that's a great segue into the next topic under old business. 
But just to just to make a comment as far as getting out in the community. I don't foresee, which 
I love doing. I don't foresee going out to in-person meetings. So we we will work on a way to be 
able to do it virtually and it might have to be through a chat feature with a panel of people to 
hear and take those questions, whatever but heard in definitely, you know, we we do need to do 
that and and I can't agree with you more as we've discussed in many times is you know to get 
that out early and know we don't want to shock people and yes, you know, I brought it up in 
newsletters, you know in the most recent newsletter. We'll bring it up to the next newsletter that 
goes out we'll continue to talk about it here. But you know, we got to continue to hit the 
audiences and then also try to engage the audience so we will certainly strive to do that and 
hopefully at some point there is a day we can get back. I find those face-to-face meetings in a 
smaller group setting they ask great questions. They show great concern for the district and in 
you know, they they they truly are watching out for the finances, but they there's truly at least in 
the meetings I go to or have been in the past.

Dawn Miller:

RONALD J WHEELOCK: There's truly a passion for the school district. They want to support it 
doesn't mean it's an open wall. It doesn't mean everybody's all in but but there is a passion they 
want to see it work. So Thank you. That brings us into the winter sports discussion, and I know 
at the last meeting. We we had much discussion on bowling and there was some some 
information that was requested and I apologize in realized that the update that I wrote for you on 
Friday never got sent and that is my fault because I'm the one that sends it so had it written in 
the morning and didn't send it in the afternoon in that. I did have information that you guys did 
ask for regarding bowling and you know, which I can share some of that now but I think we need 
to have some of those discussions or I don't know how much you need to know regarding 
bowling based on the fact that things haven't changed with with covid. In fact, they've gotten 
worse and our finances are no better today than they were yesterday or a month before so, you 
know, I'll leave it to you. I know you asked some questions regarding, you know, the bowling 
alleys what are they doing? You know, they have certain guidelines. They have to follow They 
are you know, Doug did do some research and he did share that there's certainly there's a limit 
of how many people in the lanes there's a limit to Spectators if any at all there's cleaning 
procedures, there's mask wearing procedures. However, it's still a shared place and as many 
measures as you put into place nothing's going to be perfect and there's always that risk of 
additional exposure to our students or coaches and perhaps bringing that back participation 
levels. I'll just quickly hit that from 2016-17. We had as many as seven girls and 11 boys on the 
team. The next year was six girls 10 boys 18 19 years six girls eight boys last year five girls six 
boys, Mr. Jones mentioned there was an anticipation of possibly four girls four boys this year. 
However, there's an asterisk by that one if there's no other offerings those numbers could go up 
for bowling. So I think it's understandable to know that maybe there would be some additional 
interest in bowling if it was the only show in town, but I guess I the last statement I'll make is you 



know, if people are just going to that as a default activity. It is money that we are spending on 
that and is it is also something we considered cutting last May and at the last hour we did keep 
all our Sports intact with the notion that we would have these kind of discussions based on any 
federal aid that we receive or what the impact of perhaps mid-year Cuts or cuts, which Todd had 
just mentioned could be being held to the end of the year and say, oh by the way, we're now 
going to collect that 20% and we don't have the opportunity to maybe build for some of that 
liability that might have waited so Said I will turn it over to the board thoughts on well, you know 
what before we get into that? We don't have final decision from the from the state regarding 
high risk Sports. As I did send the one email that I did send you I guess on Friday came from 
the New York State Public High School Athletic Association. Basically putting the high risk 
Sports on further pause until there has been some decision from New York State Department of 
Health and or the governor on whether or not high risk Sports can take place this winter. We do 
not have any new information on that. We have no idea one information is going to come on that 
and right now I know the league has decided to delay the start of modern low to moderate risk 
Sports to the start Doug Jones history. Correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe January 4th, or was 
it later than

DOUGLAS E JONES: Right and many of them are even waiting to the 11th and 19th.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: and I think probably a lot logic

DOUGLAS E JONES: the Democrat Sports

RONALD J WHEELOCK: we're looking to go remote. Yeah.

DOUGLAS E JONES: but

RONALD J WHEELOCK: So so with that information not a whole lot new just a little bit stuff that 
you would ask for regarding the bowling. A I guess I would say thoughts on bowling right now 
and B thoughts on winter sports in general. Do we have an opinion short of any direction from 
the state?

DOUGLAS E JONES: one thing that has changed I believe in the last even few days that would 
impact falling and other thought. Am I under the understanding that the Utica area is gone to 
Orange.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: yellow good point

DOUGLAS E JONES: yellow yellow and we're not we're just on the outskirts of being yellow, but 
you're talking about our

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

DOUGLAS E JONES: bowling alley or home bowling alley would be in the yellow range where 
most of your communities. I mean, we don't have Orchard Hall anymore. That's unfortunate that 
we are sending that that's the Little bit of the concern that I had we're sending we would be 
sending them from outskirts of no yellow to a yellow situation that just changed. the last two 
days

Anthony Nicotera: week



DOUGLAS E JONES: Yeah. But you know, they they're safe protocols would be in place. I do 
realize that but our numbers are low. It was on the on the Block for that again. If we're not 
coming back until the 11th, they get the required which isn't as many as a high risk for practices 
you'd be starting. Mid to the third week of January with matches. And then you're talking about 
the fall two seasons starting on March 1st. That's why I know I think. Mr. Relax been in contact 
with you on the winter sports and the balance of saving in the challenges of the winter sports. 
The league is still really encircles. A lot of schools are planning on trying to hold a season. I 
don't know how realistic that is similar. They're talking about it this week. With their boards and 
superintendents on a personal level. I think you're seeing a lot of the schools. They know what's 
probably going to happen. But because they didn't have fall Sports, they're overcompensating to 
try to have winter sports in the numbers and the fall aren't like they are now, so it's just kind of a 
really difficult Balancing Act You know, I Ron has a an opinion on it. I have opinion on this winter 
sports, you know, I'm all for having sports, but I think we're looking to get ready for the March 
1st outdoor season where maybe we can pick our season. volleyball season and move it to that 
I mean again a balancing act if we have football that might coincide again, that would be a 
whole different issue basketball met playing with masks are required. I just don't know how we 
do it with that sport feasibility wise mask on during games. Palm just difficulty on it. You know 
and I we did put a group together with the two principles the middle school and principal and 
varsity coaches and we talked about if there is no season January through you know, we'll see 
where the numbers go. We can look at doing an intramural open gym and keeping it to a cohort 
to give them an activity of different things at the end of January through February the coaches 
seem to be okay with that. The golden principles seem to be okay with that, you know at first, 
you know, we just know that January 4th

Anthony Nicotera: you

DOUGLAS E JONES: very difficult. If not nearly impossible to say we can effectively Bring kids 
back into the building and

Dawn Miller: you

DOUGLAS E JONES: compete and the states not letting us compete. in game situations 
restrictions onto some practices

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I think added to that.

DOUGLAS E JONES: Do we know now that we're just

Anthony Nicotera: you

DOUGLAS E JONES: holding off the inevitable? I mean officials want the contests in so they 
can start scheduling, you know, if you just it's then a real whirlwind Right. Now you have three 
schools that have definitely two schools and one that's probably definitely decommitted Remsen 
Adirondack and Sherburne for the winter season sherburn's looking for a grant a lot of theirs is 
their budget they would like to like we would like to if feasible but If they get a grant they may 
run their Sports. If there is sports.

Anthony Nicotera: you

DOUGLAS E JONES: And I believe Cooperstown also is a no-go for the one.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: And I think just one other thought to keep in mind is.

DOUGLAS E JONES: I just got that second. part

RONALD J WHEELOCK: They one other thought to keep in mind is we're currently in remote 
instruction. And as of tonight, we're looking to extend that to January 11th. We're looking for 
clarification. I know at the chief School officers meeting a Section 3 today that I was a part of 
and we posed the question to the executive director of Section 3 Mr. Rathbun. You know, we 
understand that if you're in remote instruction. And you went there because of rising covid cases 
that you should be shutting down all extra curriculars as well that they shouldn't you shouldn't 
leave in person instruction and then hold. Hold people, you know have kids come back in for 
extra curriculars. So many schools are in that boat right now. However, the question we posed 
is does that same logic pose that if we're shut down because we can't maintain Staffing levels if 
it's not necessarily, you know, the positivity cases, you know that that it's students. But if we just 
we had to go remote because we had too many staff being forced to quarantine for whatever 
reasons whether they're positive or having to be in contact with a positive, you know, does that 
change it and we're not sure it's kind of the the rule might be the rule if you're in remote you 
either in remote or you're not and if you're not remote you can do extracurriculars if you are a 
remote you can't so we're trying to get clarification on that. However, Whether it was frustration, 
whether it's something that came to his mind and came up his mouth, but the county executive 
did say I want to put a pause on all extracurriculars and take school should not be doing that. 
And I think is it his thinking along that lines is Many of us except for one school now in our 
county has has gone to remote instruction and therefore should not be doing extracurriculars, 
but not so certain. I'm where the authority lies to be able to do that but if that's his logic it does 
make sense. I understand that but we're trying to get clarification if that holds true if the reason 
the major reason that

NYSPHSAA: here

RONALD J WHEELOCK: you're in remote is because of you're unable to have the staff whether 
that's instructional staff not instructional staff Transportation staff. Whatever is preventing you 
from doing in person instruction. Does that allow you to maybe still do extracurriculars if it's not 
total student spread, so that's what we're looking at. So Board thoughts, you know, you want to 
tackle one at a time. What are your thoughts on on bowling? That's something that right now 
could still occur. but we have the yellow zone issue of

NYSPHSAA: nobody

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Utica where we bowl we have the rising path activity rates. We have 
low numbers. I mean, we have a lot of different things. But again, I understand it is opportunity.

NYSPHSAA: I I I don't want to I don't think we should be signaling out any sport. I think we need 
to make a decision on winter sports and that would include bowling and basketball and 
volleyball and I would make a proposal that due

RONALD J WHEELOCK: fair enough

NYSPHSAA: to the current situation both. Pandemic-wise and fiscally wise I think that's 
important that we put that out there that it's fiscal. issues as well And because we did discuss it 
last spring that we suspend and cancel the winter season for inner Scholastic Athletics. My 
caveat is that two caveats is that number one we explore moving volleyball to the winter or fall 



Season Two Season. I'm not saying we commit to it, but I would like to keep that option open for 
volleyball and give those kids the opportunity to participate in. falsies and two where things may 
have changed infection rates might go down a hospitalizations might go down the set there 
there are schools and section three that plan on playing volleyball. We still have to get 
permission to play volleyball from the governor's office that gives us more time for that and the 
second caveat being we explore as Mr. Jones says offering some type of intramural activity. 
Once we get back to in-person instruction and that those activities are offered until we are back 
within in person instruction with their cohorts. So that would be my motion. And move forward 
with that.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: others

Anthony Nicotera: Right. I'm in agreement with what Todd presented. I mean, I think our Focus 
right now is how do we get back into school? And and that's our priority right now how we can 
entertain anything else besides that right now? I think we're we're looking beyond what we 
should be doing. Our focus is to do what you you recommended an hour ago or at 45 minutes 
ago. What do we need to do to get back on January 11th with staff in which students into the 
best. How can we what program we're going to offer becoming beginning January 11 and to go 
further and say we're going to explore other options of activities and next extracurricular 
activities. I think we're remiss we should go any further than focus on reopening School.

Jim Dever: is micros my microphone working

RONALD J WHEELOCK: others

Dawn Miller: Yeah, here

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yep.

Jim Dever: Oh I thought it was broken yeah I

Ronald Critelli: well, you're

Jim Dever: would concur you know rather than be wait for everybody else to kind of like make 
the decision for us is not a good plan I think we ought to decide what's best for the kids and the 
same thing that Todd said and Tony reiterated the the priorities of getting our Academic 
Program going I'm 100% in favor of canceling the winter season and You know. it's it's been a 
there hasn't been a solution and we've been dealing with something that doesn't have a solution 
for. Weeks and weeks now and we just need to make the decision and hope that spring is a 
time when maybe some things can start up successfully. I kind of don't like it when we end up at 
the mercy of everybody else. No, and it gets the last minute and at the last minute and you say 
Okay. We're not gonna do whatever the sport is, you know, it's kind of like you can't it's a lot 
harder to cancel it because we've waited so long and sign a seems like we wanted to want to do 
it, you know, and I think and the

Anthony Nicotera: right

Jim Dever: other thing is they think and in the long run helps other schools too because when 
they see other schools that are being proactive in how they Make decisions rather than just wait 
and wait and wait. and then try to make something happen that is Very possibly fraught with 
problems.



Michele L Brennan: I concur with Todd I think until we get this these numbers down. It's two and 
say we need to get our students back into school and currently

Ronald Critelli: Yeah, I agree with not being in school at this time that we also wait, you know 
obviously don't have sports at this time.

Christine Weber Mangini: I also agree with Todd 100% right to start and we talked about maybe 
going to bowling and not feeling in control and but again environment always concerned me. So 
I appreciate you looking at what we should do and the number one of our academic smart 
children.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Hey any other thoughts? Right, we could generate a motion and then 
put this to a vote if you'd like. I think Todd if correctly if I'm wrong you were proposing to to 
cancel the winter sports season for 2020 21 with the consideration to provide intramural 
opportunities and consider holding volleyball and fall season 2 with allowed.

NYSPHSAA: That is correct.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: It's okay that sum it up.

NYSPHSAA: That is correct. Yes, sir.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

Anthony Nicotera: I would second that round.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay. any other discussion Okay all and yes, Jim.

Jim Dever: I wonder I wonder if it's better just

Dawn Miller: 501

Jim Dever: to leave the consideration of intramurals. Out like consider it anyway, you know and 
and if it's doable to go ahead with it. But it did have some real inconsistencies with. within 
School the protocols we use for in school and the protocols that would take place in. Basketball 
or whatever in the gymnasium, you know. I don't know. I I wonder we're just putting some bait 
out there that is going to bite us later because we can't make it happen.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Well, I think we have had we have had

NYSPHSAA: but

RONALD J WHEELOCK: some discussions. I know Mr. Jones and I have and I think even 
discussion with some coaches that he's had that what occurs in intramurals needs to mirror 
what occurs during the school day. In other words if there's got to be 12 foot of space, there's 
got to be Mass wearing. So we have to adapt the intramurals are not just going to be another 
way of playing basketball games.

NYSPHSAA: right



RONALD J WHEELOCK: Have to get creative out what we do with basketball.

DOUGLAS E JONES: It would follow the protocols of the Department of Health and the state of 
New York it would.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yep.

NYSPHSAA: Yes, and and that's and that's

Jim Dever: Oh.

DOUGLAS E JONES: Yet.

NYSPHSAA: would like to see happen. And that's what my intramural motion part of it. I would 
like to keep it in there because I I think it is very important for our students to have some type of 
activity and I think between Mr. Jones and our staff and Ron and our principals, I think we can 
get creative. I think we can follow the rules and regulations and still provide social physical 
activity for these students and not just student athletes. It's open to anybody in the school

RONALD J WHEELOCK: right

NYSPHSAA: and I will we'll get to more students that way and like you said Jim it could be 
snowshoeing. It could be basketball. It could be you know frisbee or whatever the case may be 
but some type of activities. That's what I think following Doh guidelines.

Jim Dever: Yeah, I think that's I think that great then, you know, maybe yeah to me intramural is 
always means competing, you know, but non without

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Jim Dever: referees, you know, so

DOUGLAS E JONES: I mean, we could Target it as skills and drills activity open gyms, but not 
structure.

Jim Dever: exactly

DOUGLAS E JONES: It's definitely going to be structured. We talked about that in the meeting 
with the principals in the coaches.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: But I think we could build

Jim Dever: I think

RONALD J WHEELOCK: competition in in a way. That occurs. It just won't look like what typical 
competition looks like, but you know something could occur one night at a group of kids do that 
competes against what another group of kids does the next night and and you can't I think you 
could get really creative and maybe even silly with some of that but hopefully make it fun and as 
we said an opportunity and the way we have it in the motion, it's a consideration we'll consider 
it. There's going to be factors that go into that consideration finances will be one of those covid 
will continue to be on that agenda. But if we can make it happen and we can provide, you know, 



it might be a way to provide opportunity and save some money obviously. If you do nothing, 
then you save all of that money, but our intent is also I think to do is to try to provide if we can 
But be mindful of how we do it. So.

Dawn Miller: I have no problem with voting on emotion. I understand everybody's points. I just 
wish we had a little bit better Direction. I feel like we keep Perry cherry picking Sports. Well, you 
know we can't do this. Maybe we can do volleyball in the spring. I just wish that we could tell the 
community that listen. This is our plan if possible we can hold this in the spring bowling. We 
won't be having bowling basketball. We're gonna be offering an intramural. So just so the 
community has an idea of what our plan is going forward if we're gonna say we're we're not 
gonna offer we're gonna have no snow winter sports season at all, but this is our alternative. I 
think we don't get accused of favoring ones for or trying to make an effort to accommodate one 
sport versus another so that you know, if you're a volleyball player you may have an opportunity 
to play but if you play bowling if you're a bowler, there's no chance of you being able to Bowl 
this year. So I just think that if we had for me, I would like to see just a little bit something better 
laid out

DOUGLAS E JONES: you

Dawn Miller: that we could let people know because I got to be honest. I feel like we're kind of 
all over the place with volleyballs here and Bowlings here and you know, we're talking about 
high risk Sports and you know, what are we gonna do for basketball? Well, maybe in the spring 
we can play outside. So you just I would like you side just like something be a little bit more 
concrete than just well we might offer intramurals so out there's just

NYSPHSAA: I agree with you Don.

Dawn Miller: You know I'm saying because you know,

NYSPHSAA: I think I do.

Dawn Miller: it's gonna happen is we're gonna get

NYSPHSAA: but

Dawn Miller: a ton of questions back and spare as

NYSPHSAA: right

Dawn Miller: well. Oh, you're not doing this. But how come you're gonna let give volleyball an 
opportunity to come back in the spring. So I mean if we're not gonna let them Bowl we're 
coming straight out. There's no bowling. There's no opportunity for it in the spring volleyball. 
There will be none here, but there may be an opportunity in the spring. So everyone knows what 
to expect.

NYSPHSAA: And and I think that's what the motion says that there will be no

Dawn Miller: it

NYSPHSAA: inner Scholastic basketball. There will be no inner Scholastic



Dawn Miller: okay.

NYSPHSAA: bowling.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

NYSPHSAA: There may be an offer to do volleyball depending if we get other local schools that 
are willing to do volleyball that might help there are going to be Syracuse area schools

DOUGLAS E JONES: right

NYSPHSAA: that are going to do volleyball in

Dawn Miller: Okay, so we've got

DOUGLAS E JONES: it in the only reason why that'll be

NYSPHSAA: season two. it

DOUGLAS E JONES: feasible is because in the fall. There was no we're one of the only few 
leagues in areas that still does winter volleyball in the fall.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

DOUGLAS E JONES: volleyball was canceled. So they moved it to the spring. So there's 
opportunity with

Dawn Miller: All right.

DOUGLAS E JONES: Other schools in the fall two season basketball, there won't be another 
opportunity either school for gonna

Dawn Miller: Okay.

DOUGLAS E JONES: do it in the winter or they're not gonna do it,

Dawn Miller: Okay.

NYSPHSAA: right and

Dawn Miller: All right.

DOUGLAS E JONES: coaches about, you know, summer EU to get our kids that have missed 
this winter. Let's hope they can by May June July they may have to go compete and get their 
basketball not through the school system Winter's classic but

Dawn Miller: right

DOUGLAS E JONES: volleyball will be offered some way.

Dawn Miller: Okay.



DOUGLAS E JONES: in the fall too basketball will

NYSPHSAA: And and and the last piece of the motion Dawn I agree with the wholeheartedly. 
I'm I'm all for committing to intramurals. I think kids need to know that we're once we get back in 
school. The priority is getting back in school. Once we get back in school, whether it's a week 
after we get back in school two weeks after we get back in school, whether it's the month of 
February, we're offering some type of intramural program that I'm committed to that. I don't 
know what the rest of the board feels but I think we should do it. I think Mr. Jones has had those 
discussions. I think the staff is ready to offer something and I think we should commit to offering 
some type of intramural activity. Whatever it is, it may be basketball and maybe horseshoes that 
maybe indoor bowling. They're in the gymnasium.

Dawn Miller: right

NYSPHSAA: It could be anything. That's socially distance your mass wearing following the 
regulations. I'm prepared to commit to it.

Dawn Miller: all right so right now we're talking

NYSPHSAA: as a boardroom

Dawn Miller: about basketball volleyball bowling

RONALD J WHEELOCK: And we have some we have some

Dawn Miller: those

RONALD J WHEELOCK: athletes that compete with New Hartford and wrestling so that would

Dawn Miller: okay

RONALD J WHEELOCK: incorporate wrestling as well.

Dawn Miller: okay just want to make sure I'm getting everything down here

RONALD J WHEELOCK: God I

DOUGLAS E JONES: And we've also had into our track that's gone to Proctor, but that was 
canceled much earlier based

Dawn Miller: Okay. Okay, so Endearment.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: yeah.

DOUGLAS E JONES: Proctor.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: All right.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: I think given this year.

Anthony Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: There's a shortage in concrete. And I don't mean to be facetious but 
to come up with concrete plans when things change day to day concrete is

Dawn Miller: Oh, no, I agree.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Will fracture should you know, there's no way to put things in concrete 
on the rules change the Dynamics change we can say hey, here's our plan tell you why there 
there's there were mind sets out there thinking we're not gonna make it out of the month of 
September in person. We made it into December. And we really were you know. It was rolling 
good and then all of a sudden we came off the tracks a little bit and had some of our some of 
the issues would be able to get Staffing here at adequate levels. So

Dawn Miller: I don't mean concrete as in so we're saying okay. Well, we're not gonna run 
volleyball but starting April 1st, we're going to my my point was okay. We're not going to be able 
to run volleyball in the full in the winter, but we will try to make a look at it again to see if it's a 
possibility in the spring.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: right

Dawn Miller: So that's what I mean when I say just some sort of plan that says, you know it we 
will readdress it in Spring.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: A bowling there will be no bowling and we will not be readdressing it in the spring 
going forward.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: There will be no opportunity for bowling. So I mean if you're saying that that we 
can't say that then I okay. I understand that but I don't want to give false hope where there isn't 
any and I know we can't give hope where there may be some but if we're saying we may 
entertain a volleyball season in the spring what we won't be doing that for the other ones. That's 
just what I want to make sure

RONALD J WHEELOCK: right

Dawn Miller: that everybody understands. I don't want people to think.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: No.

Dawn Miller: Oh well great. They're gonna do that in the spring. Maybe we can bowl in this 
spring or maybe we can rest, you know what I'm

RONALD J WHEELOCK: right

Dawn Miller: saying?



RONALD J WHEELOCK: Right, right volleyball has the Olive Branch because it is a fall sport 
too. So that is where you know, that's

Dawn Miller: Right, right.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: where it speaks. But no point well taken any other thoughts on that or 
we good to to do a roll. Call Vote or just a

Jim Dever: I would I would just reiterate to change the word intramural because people that just 
read it I think are going to say I don't get it because intramurals. as a meaning, you know, and 
it's it's it's a it's playing the sport, you know, if they get the explanation, I think it's great. I'm a 
hundred percent behind voting for the stuff we're talking about. I just think if someone reads it 
and says this kind of You know intramural basketball is what's the difference between that and 
regular basketball, you know? What you know, I want to vote for the motion. Anyway, you know, 
it's just I'm thinking of the people who just read a sentence and that's as far as they get with 
understanding the things that we decide.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I think the basic meaning of intramurals is it's a after-school activity 
and we didn't specifically say what sports we left generic and I

Jim Dever: Okay. Okay.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: that gives us flexibility and creativity to do what we can and what

Jim Dever: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: we you know, financially we think we can do and still offer something 
so that would be rotation.

Anthony Nicotera: run But I think I think the motion that Todd made that I second I think speaks 
for all that.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Anthony Nicotera: We're not in the position to do anything. He offered suggestions on what we 
could do and I thought that's what we

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

Anthony Nicotera: were gonna vote on. I think that answers everyone's question, but I think he 
he offered suggestions at what we can do, but everything's contingent on us opening up school 
and being back in school. So

Dawn Miller: Then that's what the motion should say Tony then everything is

Anthony Nicotera: right

Dawn Miller: contingent Upon Us opening school if that's what we so I guys I get yes.



Anthony Nicotera: right

Dawn Miller: I'm confused. I you know, is it contingent upon that is it not is it open to 
suggestion? So if we want to say that all of these are contingent Upon Us reopening school or 
it's not are we still saying this is going to be okay and we're gonna offer something if we don't 
reopen School

NYSPHSAA: The the I will I will make a motion to or recommend to amend my motion to include 
that the intramural piece is

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

NYSPHSAA: contingent on us going back to

Dawn Miller: we

NYSPHSAA: in-person instruction.

Dawn Miller: okay. All right.

Anthony Nicotera: and our second that

Dawn Miller: All right.

Anthony Nicotera: Is that good?

Dawn Miller: We got it because I'm gonna get yes.

Anthony Nicotera: You're good, okay.

Dawn Miller: We got it because I'm gonna get a lot of question then if I don't know how

Anthony Nicotera: I know.

Dawn Miller: to answer them. I want to make sure I got it completely understood. So yes, we're 
good.

Anthony Nicotera: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: So I'll put pending schools back is back to in-person is pending school 
is an in-person instruction.

Dawn Miller: The instruction then we will correct. Because everybody else okay with

NYSPHSAA: And effort death and that's just for

Dawn Miller: that.

Christine Weber Mangini: here



NYSPHSAA: the intramural piece, obviously basketball and bowling and volleyball have been 
canceled for the winter season. And inner Scholastic.

DOUGLAS E JONES: innerscholastic

NYSPHSAA: Yes.

Anthony Nicotera: Yes.

Dawn Miller: We're going to confuse a lot of people you know that.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Well, my suggestion is is make a

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: short and sweet. We're canceling winter sports.

Dawn Miller: Farts, right?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Don't I mean a lot of can a lot of

Dawn Miller: I agree Ron.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: times you end up adding more things in and there's always more you 
can

Dawn Miller: That's what I was thinking the same

RONALD J WHEELOCK: add on and

Dawn Miller: thing. They're canceled.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: If you don't put it in there, we have

Dawn Miller: period

RONALD J WHEELOCK: the opportunity to do it anyways.

Dawn Miller: so

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Is a suggestion but it's not my motion. It is Todd's motion. And the 
way it's written right now is to cancel winter sports season for the 20 20 21 for the 2020 21 
school year with consideration to provide intramural opportunities pending school is in person. 
and consider holding volleyball and fall season 2 if allowed you know that that's probably

NYSPHSAA: If if all if the fall season 2 is

RONALD J WHEELOCK: clear

NYSPHSAA: going to be confusing. And as long as we know as a board and Mr. Jones knows 
we can bring it up at a later date



Dawn Miller: yeah.

DOUGLAS E JONES: right take the volleyball

Dawn Miller: I would yeah.

NYSPHSAA: Then let's remove that then let's

DOUGLAS E JONES: up we can do it

NYSPHSAA: remove that part of the motion.

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

NYSPHSAA: I will recommend to remove it.

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

NYSPHSAA: And leave it at the first part.

Dawn Miller: I'm sorry, dog. I didn't hear what you said. I'm sorry.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: so would you like me to just end it here to cancel the winter sports 
season for the 2020 21 school year with consideration to provide intramural opportunities 
pending school is in person period

Anthony Nicotera: and contingent

Dawn Miller: period

RONALD J WHEELOCK: contingent

Anthony Nicotera: on school being open

RONALD J WHEELOCK: concussion

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

Ronald Critelli: Financial it's an immature.

NYSPHSAA: I'm good with that motion.

Dawn Miller: I'm good.

Ronald Critelli: Here a code.

DOUGLAS E JONES: So office numbers of Marie Goodman and Brenda Coon to answer all 
these questions and they all start coming in. Can we run that on the screen?

Dawn Miller: Oh, I'm giving them your cell phone number Mr. Jones.



DOUGLAS E JONES: It's all right. Everybody has it.

Dawn Miller: I know I wrote it I gave it to him.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: We're making admissions, right? Yeah, okay.

Dawn Miller: All right.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Understood got it.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: any further discussion

Dawn Miller: No, I'm good.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: right all in favor

Dawn Miller: I

Anthony Nicotera: I

Ronald Critelli: it

Michele L Brennan: I

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Any anyone opposed? All right, I have that is a 7-0

Christine Weber Mangini: No.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: motion approved. That's all for old business.

Dawn Miller: okay. All right. We'll move on to new business. I'll read 9.1 to 9.12 as a consent 
agenda anyone's hand if anyone has any questions or wants anything pulled her further 
discussion. Please let me know. 9.1 is resolution authorizing participation in Cooperative energy 
purchasing service for electricity. 9.2 is resolution authorizing participation in Cooperative 
energy purchasing service for natural gas. 9.3 is appointment of clerk. 9.4 is appointment of 
substitute teacher 9.5 is 10 year 9.6 adopt a title change to policy number 0015 9.7 adopt 
revised school safety and educational climate reporting policy 7090 9.8 adopt revised records 
management policy 9.9 audit report for 2019 2020 9.10 resolution authorizing payment of bills 
approved by the claims auditor 9.11 approval of minutes of the November 17th, 2020 meeting. 
9.12 committee on special education and committee on preschool special education 
recommendations Does anyone have any questions or when anyone like anything pulled for 
further discussion? No, okay before good. Then I'll need a motion to approve 9.1 to 9.12.

Michele L Brennan: some of

Dawn Miller: This Michelle I need a second.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: to



Anthony Nicotera: second

Christine Weber Mangini: or secondary

Dawn Miller: Chris

RONALD J WHEELOCK: press

Dawn Miller: Okay all in favor. aye

NYSPHSAA: I

Ronald Critelli: in

Dawn Miller: any opposed okay.

Anthony Nicotera: I

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I have the voted 70.

Dawn Miller: All right. Zero, yeah. All right. We'll move on to miscellaneous topics. All right. 
We've covered a lot tonight. All right, no miscellaneous topics. We'll move on for public to be 
heard. Rand do we have any comments or

RONALD J WHEELOCK: okay, I

Dawn Miller: questions from the public?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I do have one. I have Laura Loomis just expressing concern over 
intramural sports if students travel together. In the same vehicle, this would not be good for 
covid spreading. I understand that but we have kids at our driving to school might be traveling 
together with some again. It's providing opportunities people will have to make some decisions. 
We will be following our protocols that we do during school. We can certainly Implement 
temperature checks like we did with our athletes after school anyways, so that's another layer 
that we would certainly put into place and still, you know, parents would have to be mindful of 
their kids while they send them to school feeling well to check with their kids at the end of the 
day if they were staying or coming back for intramurals that they're also checking their their 
health and make sure that they don't have any of these symptoms crop up during the day that 
should prevent them from attending intermurals. So I understand control a lot of that

DOUGLAS E JONES: you know, let me

RONALD J WHEELOCK: stuff on what happens on the outside, but

DOUGLAS E JONES: Let me speak on the one thing with intramurals quickly. I think like Jim 
and we just think of the old school where the gym becomes crowded people are standing on the 
side waiting to play their turn and stuff like that. There's probably going to be blocks of eight to 
12 kids happening during this time with the protocols. So then those eight or ten kids are doing 
you know, skills and drills and their activity and social distancing and masks. At the end of 45 
minutes those kids leave 15 minutes goes by another group of eight or ten kids to 12 kids. 



Come in. This isn't going to be where there's 30 40 kids coming in to run an intramural program. 
It's going to be Sign up for it through probably we've talked about certain stuff. So, you know, it 
is going to be like a classroom monitored in different aspects like that on the indoor, so

RONALD J WHEELOCK: And they'll be disinfection sanitary sanitizing that takes place in 
between sessions. So that'll have to be built in so, you know it it'll provide some opportunities, 
but it'll be pretty methodical. I think in how we have to do it and it's just the way we were doing 
business, but certainly a great point. I think a point that the Lord brings up here that to reiterate 
the parents is be mindful of that in you know, it's kind of like this situation we're in now is what 
has been your circle and how much do you expand outside of that Circle? And the more you 
expand outside your circle the more exposure you bring back to yourself. So I think that's a 
good point and certainly something that we want parents to be to help us on you know, and if it's 
happening some kids it might be happening right after school others may have to come right in 
but regardless there could be shared transportation. We understand that.

Anthony Nicotera: Don

Dawn Miller: Okay, yeah.

Anthony Nicotera: I had one other common as far as the open part the open discussion is 
concerned. Can I share that?

Dawn Miller: Yeah. Yeah, go ahead Tony.

Anthony Nicotera: And and and that is and I'm sure Ron can can agree as far as the 
superintendents are concerned. But I've been attending several of the school boards 
Association meetings and this year in particular and you might see this. At the program next 
week for the fiscal management. The New York State School boards is having a strong strong 
campaign in lobbying trying to get that 2% out of the the budget that mandated part that the 
governor is passed several years ago. So there's a very strong. It's one of the top priorities for 
eliminate that 2% mandate because the New York State School boards is to New York State 
School boards do not want to see the schools put in that position. if they're forced to go over the 
2% then you've got to get that required number of votes, which is political suicide as many of 
them say so by not by removing that mandate makes all our jobs much much easier rather than 
try to get that. Is it 60% run?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Anthony Nicotera: I mean, you know, it's almost an impossibility as history show so you might 
see that at the program next week. But if you don't you might get a mailing and you might just 
look at it and make may ask you to make a phone call to an elected official or or send a letter or 
sign a letter sign a petition. But if we can eliminate that it makes us much much easier to 
achieve what we have to do.

Dawn Miller: I agree.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Now and that's a great point and I that is an email. I forwarded to you 
the SBI position paper on advocacy and they do have a well spelled out section in there and 
what they're advocating for on the tax cap among other things but, you know mandate mandate 
relief, you know, BOCES Aid increasing the Aid on itinerants keeping BOCES AIDS expense 
driven aged separate from the regular budget because they want to try to put that all in which for 



Downstate schools that that's more beneficial because it has or has very little impact on them. 
But for a lot of us Upstate schools, we need those expense driven AIDS and we need them to 
be separate from the budget. So a lot of those things are in there, so please take a look at that. 
Thanks for bringing that up, Tony.

Dawn Miller: Thank you, Tony.

Anthony Nicotera: You're welcome.

NYSPHSAA: Um Don, I had one more thing under miscellaneous. I apologize. I forgot just to 
just to clarify Ron

Dawn Miller: That's okay.

NYSPHSAA: and this may be a stupid question. You can tell me it is but there's an anticipating 
some snow tomorrow night into Thursday. Are we doing snow days this year? Are we doing if 
we're fully remote our what are the what what are we doing at the district? When we're fully 
remote.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: What while we're in remote we will remain classes will take place. 
We're not going to close pool unless the weather or whatever the issue might be compromises 
our ability to provide education. In other words, something wipes out our power or our ability to 
do this

NYSPHSAA: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Then we have to take an emergency day, but we will be doing you 
know, full and full instruction. I'm hopeful this weather is going to stay a little bit south of us that 
are at least a major portion of it, but you never know but for right now while we're in remote, I do 
not plan on using emergency days unless something dictates we have to

NYSPHSAA: And we'll still provide be able to provide meals that we've been

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes, in fact in to be proactive.

NYSPHSAA: delivering hopefully.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I'll make that enough and thank you for that question. We actually will 
be putting out two two days worth of meals tomorrow.

NYSPHSAA: Okay, great.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: And I think you know, it's

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I don't think it's total a total overreaction, but I think it's a good 
proactive thing to do. in the event that a significant weather event is going to hit if it does and 
we're ready for it. If it doesn't It prepares people. This is what we would do and our our cafeteria 
director from BOCES down a Peckham has put out a notice to parents that this is what's coming 
out and that's what they can anticipate the future. So it's actually a nice thing. This happened to 



provide this opportunity to show what we would do in this type of scenario over the winter break. 
We will still provide meals but we're going to do it five days at a time. So on December 21st, 
there'll be five days worth of meals going out and they are frozen meals that are prepared. The 
BOCES has prepared those to be able to go out and and then so that'll be on the 21st when we 
do our normal meal. Deliveries and then again on the 28th over the break another five days 
worth to get us to the end of the break. So BOCES has been extremely helpful in doing that and 
in very the logistics have been very good on that. So that's our plan for the brake deliveries

NYSPHSAA: Thank you.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Sure.

Dawn Miller: Okay. Anybody else? I feel bad if I rush through miscellaneous topics. Okay, Ron. 
Is there any additional public to be heard?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I'll give a pause for a second.

Dawn Miller: Sure.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: But just for the public to be heard. Okay at this time, there's no other 
public. To be heard if something comes in

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: before we adjourn I will certainly bring that up, but you can carry on 
Don.

Dawn Miller: Okay, great. All right. Okay. I'll give everyone a minute before we go ahead. We 
will be breaking for an executive session. But I'll just wait for a second to see if we have any 
more public to be heard anymore questions or comments from the board. No, all right run 
anything.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, we're all set.

Dawn Miller: Work work. Okay, then I'll need a motion then to go and do executive session to 
discuss negotiations at 8:50.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: we

Anthony Nicotera: some of

Dawn Miller: Tony I'll need a second.

Ronald Critelli: all second

Dawn Miller: Run, okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: run

Dawn Miller: all those in favor



Anthony Nicotera: I

Dawn Miller: Aye, okay.

Christine Weber Mangini: Okay.

Dawn Miller: All right.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: All right, that was seven to zero and just the public that's still on the

Dawn Miller: zero

RONALD J WHEELOCK: The the official meeting is for the the board meeting is basically over 
where when we come out of executive session. The only action we will take is for adjournment. 
So thank you very much and I wish everybody a happy holidays. Be safe.

Dawn Miller: All right.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Board and Charlie, I will send you an email invitation to the executive 
session portion of the meeting.

Dawn Miller: Okay. Good night everybody. I'll see everyone in executive session.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: What we'll see in a minute.

Dawn Miller: Thank you.


